Lecture Captures

Accessing Course Lecture Captures

1. From the course Home page, click Lecture Captures from the left nav.

2. Click on the Echo Course Portal hyperlink.

3. You will be prompted with the echo360 login screen. Enter your user name and password, which is equal to your email login credentials. (Not your Bb Learn credentials)
4. The following page will display all the available lectures on the left side of the page. **Click on the lecture you would like to view.**
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**Viewing Course Lecture Captures**

1. To start the Lecture Capture click **Play** to begin the lecture.
2. Click **Scenes** to browse the lecture using scene-based navigation.

3. Use the **Scroll Bar** to navigate through the scenes.
Notes:
Lectures can be captured, but not start at **Scene 1**. For example, this lecture starts at scene 4. Clicking on the **Scene** you would like to view will begin playback at that location.

4. Click on **Scene 4** to start playback at beginning of the lecture.

5. Use the **Speed Slider** to alter the speed of the recording.
When viewing on a web browser: hover over the speed icon. It will open to reveal a slider to adjust the speed up or down.

**Note:** the video window stops working when the speed is other than 1.0. Only content shows while the audio plays at a different speed.

**Notes:**

Using the **Toggle Menu** will allow you to switch different views.

The **Timeline** allows you to move forward, back or pause a lecture as needed.